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Abstract. Support vector machine (SVM) which was originally designed for 
binary classification has achieved superior performance in various classification 
problems. In order to extend it to multiclass classification, one popular 
approach is to consider the problem as a collection of binary classification 
problems. Majority voting or winner-takes-all is then applied to combine those 
outputs, but it often causes problems to consider tie-breaks and tune the weights 
of individual classifiers. This paper presents two novel ensemble approaches: 
probabilistic ordering of one-vs-rest (OVR) SVMs with naïve Bayes classifier 
and multiple decision templates of OVR SVMs. Experiments with multiclass 
datasets have shown the usefulness of the ensemble methods. 
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1   Introduction 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a relatively new learning method which shows 
excellent performance in many pattern recognition applications [1]. It maps an input 
sample into a high dimensional feature space and tries to find an optimal hyperplane 
that minimizes the recognition error for the training data by using the non-linear 
transformation function [2]. Since the SVM was originally designed for binary 
classification, it is required to devise a multiclass SVM method [3]. 

Basically, there are two different trends for extending SVMs to multiclass 
problems. The first considers the multiclass problem directly as a generalization of the 
binary classification scheme [4]. This approach often leads to a complex optimization 
problem. The second decomposes a multiclass problem into multiple binary 
classification problems that can be solved by an SVM [5]. One-vs-rest (OVR) is a 
representative decomposition strategy, while winner-takes-all or error correcting 
codes (ECCs) is reconstruction schemes to combine the multiple outputs [6]. It has 
been pointed out that there is no guarantee on the decomposition-based approach to 
reach the optimal separation of samples [7]. There are several reasons for this, such as 
unbalanced sample sizes. However, these could be complemented by the proper 
selection of a model or a decision scheme. 
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In this paper, we present two novel ensemble approaches for applying OVR SVMs 
to multiclass classification. The first orders OVR SVMs probabilistically by using 
naïve Bayes (NB) classifier with respect to the subsumption architecture [8]. The 
latter uses multiple decision templates (MuDTs) of OVR SVMs [9]. It organizes the 
outputs of the SVMs with a decision profile as a matrix, and estimates the localized 
template from the profiles of the training set by using the K-means clustering 
algorithm. The profile of a test sample is then matched to the templates by a similarity 
measure. The approaches have been validated on the GCM cancer data [10] and the 
NIST4 fingerprints data [11]. Experimental results have shown the effectiveness of 
the presented methods. 

2   Background 

2.1   Multiclass Classification Using Binary SVMs 

Since SVM is a basically binary classifier, a decomposition strategy for multiclass 
classification is required. As a representative scheme, the OVR strategy trains M (the 
number of classes) SVMs, where each SVM classifies samples into the corresponding 
class against all the others. The decision function of the jth SVM replaces the class 
label of the ith sample, ci, with ti as: 

1   otherwise   ,   if   1 −==+= iii tjct . (1) 

After constructing multiple SVMs, a fusion strategy is required to combine their 
outputs. Popular methods for combination such as winner-takes-all and ECCs [6] are 
widely employed. Winner-takes-all method classifies a sample into the class that 
receives the highest value among the L classifiers for the M-class problem. ECCs 
method generates a coding matrix E∈{-1, 0, 1}M×L where Ei,j represents an entry in 
the ith row and jth column of E. Ei,j = -1 (or 1) indicates that the points in class i are 
regarded as negative (or positive) examples when training the jth classifier. If Ei,j = 0, 
class i is not used when the jth classifier is trained. A test point is classified into the 
class whose row in the coding matrix has the minimum distance to the vector of the 
outputs of the classifiers. 

2.2   Cancer Classification Based on Gene Expression Profiles 

Recently developed DNA microarray technologies produce large volume of gene 
expression profiles and provide richer information on diseases. It simultaneously 
monitors the expression patterns of thousands of genes under a particular 
experimental environment. Especially the classification of cancers from gene 
expression profiles which commonly consists of feature selection and pattern 
classification has been actively investigated in bioinformatics [12]. Gene expression 
profiles provide useful information to classify different forms of cancers, but the data 
also include useless information for the classification. Therefore, it is important to 
find a small subset of genes sufficiently informative to distinguish cancers for 
diagnostic purposes [13]. 
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2.3   Fingerprint Classification 

Fingerprint classification is a technique that classifies fingerprints into a predefined 
category [14]. It is useful for an automated fingerprint identification system (AFIS) as 
a preliminary step of the matching process to reduce searching time. Henry system is 
the most widely used system for the fingerprint classification. It categorizes a 
fingerprint into one of five classes: whorl (W), right loop (R), left loop (L), arch (A), 
and tented arch (T) according to its global pattern of ridges. There are many different 
ways to extract and represent ridge information [15]. Especially, FingerCode 
proposed by Jain in 1999 [11] is a representative fingerprint feature extraction 
algorithm among them. This method tessellated a given fingerprint image into 48 
sectors and transformed the image using the Gabor filters of four directions (0°, 45°, 
90°, and 135°). Standard deviation was then computed on 48 sectors for each of the 
four transformed images in order to generate the 192-dimensional feature vector. 

3   Novel Ensemble Methods for SVMs 

3.1   PO-SVMs: Probabilistic Ordering of SVMs with Naïve Bayes Classifier 

The method first estimates the probability of each class by using NB, and then organizes 
OVR SVMs as the subsumption architecture according the probability as shown in Fig. 
1(a). Samples are sequentially evaluated with OVR SVMs. When a SVM is satisfied, 
the sample is classified into the corresponding class, while it is assigned with the class 
of the highest probability when no SVMs are satisfied. Fig. 1(b) shows the pseudo code 
of the proposed method. 

The NB classifier estimates the posterior probability of each class given the 
observed attribute values for an instance, and the class with the highest posterior 
probability is finally selected [16]. In order to calculate the posterior probability, the 
classifier must be defined by the marginal probability distribution of variables and by 
a set of conditional probability distributions of each attribute Ai given each class cj. 
They are estimated from the training set. When Ai is the ith state of the attribute A, 
which has a parent node B, and count(Ai) is the frequency of cases in which the 
attribute A appears with the ith states, a priority probability P(Ai) and a conditional 
probability P(Ai|Bj) are estimated as follows: 

Tii nAcountAP )()( = , )(),()|( jjiji BcountBAcountBAP = . (2) 

Bayes’ theorem yields the posterior probability of each class given n features as 
evidence over a class C and F1 ~ Fn by 

),...,()|,...,()(),...,|( 111 nnn FFPCFFPCPFFCP = . (3) 

In practice, we are only interested in the numerator of the fraction, since the 
denominator does not affect C. Feature Fi is conditionally independent from the other 
feature Fj for j ≠ i, so the probability of a class is calculated by equation (4): 
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Since there will be a heavy computation when using high dimensional features for 
NB, we adopt different features from SVMs. In the following subsections, feature 
selection and extraction methods used for NB classifier are described. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Overview of the PO-SVMs and (b) its pseudo code 

Feature Selection for Cancer Classification. A subset of informative genes is 
selected by using the feature selection process based on Pearson correlation. We 
define two ideal markers that represent a standard of good features, and utilize the 
features by scoring the respective similarity with each ideal marker. Two ideal 
markers are negatively correlated to represent two different aspects of classification 
boundaries. The first marker l1 is high in class A and low in class B, while the second 
marker l2 is low in class A and high in class B. Since this feature selection method is 
originally designed for binary classification, we select features based on the OVR 
scheme. Ten genes are selected for each class: the first five for the l1 and the rest for 
the l2. When there are M classes, total M×10 genes are used to construct NB classifier. 

The similarity between an ideal marker l and a gene g can be regarded as a 
distance, while the distance represents how far they are located from one another. A 
gene is regarded as an informative gene if the distance is small. Pearson correlation is 
used to measure the similarity as follows: 
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Feature Extraction for Fingerprint Classification. Two representative features of 
fingerprints called the singular points (core and delta points) [14] and the pseudo 
ridge [17] are considered in order to construct a NB classifier. Fig. 2(a) shows an 
example. Locations and distances between the core C and other points are 
parameterized as shown in Fig. 2(b). If there are two core points, the nearest core to 
the center is denoted as C (if there is no core, C represents the center of the image). In 
this paper, as shown in Table 1, the number of cores and deltas, the location and 
distance between them, and the location and distance between cores and the end 
points of pseudo ridges are used for the NB classifier. 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Fingerprint features which are used in this paper, (b) parameterized position and 
distance 

Table 1. Features for the naïve Bayes classifier 

Feature Definition State 
NumC, NumD Number of core points and delta points 0, 1, 2 
LocD1, LocD2 Location of delta points (D1 and D2) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, absent 
LocR1, LocR2 Location of the end point of the pseudo ridge (R1 and R2) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, turn 
DstD1, DstD2 Distance between C and delta points 1, 2, 3, absent 
DstR1, DstR2 Distance between C and the end point of the pseudo ridge 1, 2, 3, turn 

3.2   MuDTs-SVMs: Multiple Decision Templates of SVMs 

The original decision template (DT) is a classifier fusion method proposed by 
Kuncheva [18] which generates the template of each class (one per class) by 
averaging decision profiles for the training samples. The profile is a matrix that 
consists of the degree of support given by classifiers. The templates are estimated 
with the averaged profiles of the training data. In the test stage, the similarity between 
the decision profile of a test sample and each template is calculated. The class label 
refers to the class with the most similar templates. 

The multiple decision templates (MuDTs) allow for clustering of each class and 
generate localized templates which are able to model intra-class variability and inter-
class similarity of data. An overview of proposed method is shown in Fig. 3. For the 
M-class problem, a decision profile with the outputs of OVR SVMs is organized as 
represented in Eq (6), where dm(xi) is the degree of support given by the mth classifier 
for the sample xi. 
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Since SVM is a binary classifier, we represented the profile to be one column matrix 
with positive or negative values. In order to generate multiple decision templates, 
profiles of training samples are clustered for each class. And then the localized 
template of the kth cluster in the class c, DTc,k, is estimated by 
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An indicator function indc,k(xi) in Eq (7) refers to one if a sample xi belongs to the kth 
cluster in the class c. If this is not the case, it refers to zero. In this paper, K-means 
algorithm, which is an iterative partitioning method that finds K compact clusters in 
the data using a minimum squared distance measures [19], was used for clustering 
method. In this paper, the number of clusters K is selected as Mn / , where n is the 
number of training samples and M is the number of classes. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) An overview of MuDTs method, (b) the pseudo code 
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In order to classify a new input sample, similarity between its profile and localized 
template of each cluster are calculated as: 

)()( ,, xDPUDTxdst ckckc ⋅−= , (8) 

where 

[ ]Mc uuU L1= , 0   otherwise   ,   if   1 === mm ucmu . (9) 

The sample is then classified into the class that contains the most similar cluster. 

4   Experimental Results 

We have verified the proposed methods on the GCM cancer data set [10] and the 
NIST4 fingerprint data set [11], summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. Summary of the datasets used 

Data set # Features # Classes # Samples SVM kernel (parameter) 

GCM 
16,063 for SVMs 
140 for NB 

14 198 Linear 

NIST4 
192 for SVMs 
10 for NB 

5 3,937 Gaussian (σ2=0.0625) 

4.1   Experiments on GCM Cancer Data 

GCM cancer dataset contains 144 training samples and 54 test samples with 16,063 
gene expression levels. In this paper, all genes are used for SVMs and 140 genes are 
selected for NB based on Pearson correlation. There are 14 different tumor categories 
including breast adenocarcinoma (Br), prostate (Pr), lung adenocarcinoma (Lu), 
colorectal adenocarcinoma (Co), lymphoma (Ly), bladder (Bl), melanoma (Me), 
uterine adenocarcinoma (Ut), leukemia (Le), renal cell carcinoma (Re), pancreatic 
adenocarcinoma (Pa), ovarian adenocarcinoma (Ov), pleural mesothelioma (Pl), and 
central nervous system (Ce). Since the dataset provides only a few samples but lots of 
features, it is a challenging task for many machine learning researchers to construct a 
competitive classifier. Table 3 shows the performances of the previous works on this 
dataset. 

Comparison results of the proposed method with several traditional approaches are 
presented in Table 4. OVA SVMs with the winner-takes-all strategy produced 77.8% 
classification accuracy, and NB yielded an accuracy of 74.8%, individually. PO-
SVMs showed higher performance than the others with a classification accuracy of 
81.5%, while MuDTs produced an accuracy of 77.8% (which is the same with that of 
winner-takes-all SVMs and ECCs). This may be because the clustering was not 
effective enough since there were only a few samples in the GCM dataset. The 
confusion matrices of proposed methods are presented in Table 5. Rows and columns 
denote the true class and the assigned class, respectively. 
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Table 3. Related works on the GCM cancer dataset 

Author Method Accuracy (%) 
Ramaswamy et al. (2001) [10] OVR SVMs 77.8 
Deutsch (2003) [20] GA/SVMs 77.9 
Li et al. (2004) [21] SVMs random 63.3 

Table 4. Classification accuracy for the GCM cancer dataset 

Mehod 
Product 

(SVMs+NB) 
ECCs 

(SVMs) 
DTs 

(SVMs) 
PO-SVMs 

(SVMs+NB) 
MuDTs-SVMs 

(SVMs) 
Accuracy (%) 66.7 77.8 72.2 81.5 77.8 

Table 5. Confusion matrices for the GCM cancer dataset (left: PO-SVMs, right: MuDTs-
SVMs)  

 Br Pr Lu Co Ly Bl Me Ut Le Re Pa Ov Pl Ce   Br Pr Lu Co Ly Bl Me Ut Le Re Pa Ov Pl Ce 
Br 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  Br 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Pr 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  Pr 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Lu 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  Lu 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Co 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  Co 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ly 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  Ly 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bl 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  Bl 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Me 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  Me 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Ut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  Ut 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Le 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0  Le 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Re 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0  Re 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Pa 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  Pa 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Ov 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0  Ov 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 
Pl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  Pl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
Ce 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4  Ce 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

4.2   Experiments on NIST4 Fingerprint Data 

This set consists of 4,000 scanned images (at 512×512 resolution) obtained from two 
impressions (F and S) of 2,000 fingerprints. Fingerprints were equally distributed into 
5 classes, whorl (W), right loop (R), left loop (L), arch (A), and tented arch (T). Due to 
the ambiguity in fingerprint images, 350 fingerprints (17.5%) were cross-referenced 
with two classes. The first label was only considered in training phase while both 
labels were used in the test. In the experiment, the fingerprints of the first impression 
were used as the training set (F0001~F2000), and the other fingerprints constructed the 
test set. The FingerCode features was used for SVMs after normalization from -1 to 1 
where some rejected images were included in the training set (1.4%) and the test set 
(1.8%) [11]. Singularities and pseudo ridge information was used for NB. Table 6 
represents the performances of published fingerprint classification methods. 

Several schemes for generating and combining multiple SVMs were compared with 
the proposed method (Table 7). OVA SVMs with the winner-takes-all method produced 
an accuracy of 90.1%, and NB yielded an accuracy of 85.4%, individually. Although the 
NB obtained lower accuracy than the SVMs, PO-SVMs (which combined NB and 
SVMs dynamically) showed an accuracy of 90.8% which is higher than the others. 
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Table 6. Related works on the NIST4 fingerprint dataset with FingerCode feature 

Author Method Accuracy (%) 
Jain et al. (1999) [11] KNN+NN: Two stage classifiers 90.0 
Yao et al. (2002) [22] ECCs SVMs with RNN feature 90.0 

Table 7. Classification accuracy for the NIST4 fingerprint dataset 

Mehod 
Product 

(SVMs+NB) 
ECCs 

(SVMs) 
DTs 

(SVMs) 
PO-SVMs 

(SVMs+NB) 
MuDTs-SVMs 

(SVMs) 
Accuracy (%) 90.2 90.1 89.8 90.8 90.4 

Table 8. Confusion matrices for the NIST4 fingerprint dataset (left: PO-SVMs, right: MuDTs-
SVMs) 

 W R L A T   W R L A T 
W 373 10 10 0 0  W 380 6 7 0 1 
R 4 374 0 6 15  R 9 369 1 5 17 
L 5 0 377 8 9  L 8 0 366 14 10 
A 0 6 4 365 40  A 1 4 1 356 50 
T 1 8 15 39 295  T 1 10 6 38 304 

 
 

MuDTs-SVMs also achieved higher accuracy of 90.4% than the conventional methods. 
The confusion matrices of proposed methods are shown in Table 8. 

5   Concluding Remarks 

Multiclass classification is a challenging task in pattern recognition, where various 
approaches have been investigated especially using SVMs. Since SVM is a binary 
classifier, it is necessary to formulate decomposition and combination methods. In 
this paper, two novel ensemble approaches for OVR SVMs were proposed. The one 
uses probabilistic ordering of OVR SVMs with naïve Bayes classifier (PO-SVMs) 
and the other uses multiple decision templates of OVR SVMs (MuDTs-SVMs). Two 
benchmark data sets of GCM cancer data and NIST4 fingerprint data were used to 
verify these methods. As the future work, we will demonstrate the proposed methods 
with other popular benchmark datasets of multiclass, and study about the parameters 
for better performance. 
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